LADY'S DIAMOND, WHITE GOLD ENGAGEMENT RING
Featuring one round brilliant, ideally proportioned diamond, described in more detail below, four prong set into a white gold solitaire engagement ring mounting. Modern.

Diamond Grading Report
Examine: Unmounted
Shape and Cut: Round brilliant
Measurements: 7.12 x 7.17 x 4.36 mm (actual)
Weight: 1.35 cts. (actual)*
Proportions: Ideal
  - Depth: 61.00 %
  - Table: 56.0 %
  - Girdle: Thin to medium, faceted
  - Culet: Pointed
Finish
  - Polish: Ideal
  - Symmetry: Ideal
Clarity: VS-2
Color Grade: E
Fluorescence: Negligible (Iw)

Mounting Attributes
Weight: 4.640 gms
Metal: 14K white gold
Manufacturing: Die struck and assembled
Measurements: From 6.39 mm to 2.5 mm
Finish: Polished
Ring size: 4 ½
Setting style: Four prong set
Trademark: "SS" nestled (Solstice) by Stuller
Condition: New

Market Information
The prevailing market for the ring is a guild type independent jewelry store that sells ideally proportioned diamonds and diamond bridal jewelry. This is the market which was researched and in which the item has been valued. The current Retail Replacement Equivalent New was estimated using the appraisal approaches described under the heading Market Selection.

Retail Replacement Equivalent New $19,000.00
9.25 % Tax $1,757.50
Total Retail Replacement Equivalent New Including Tax $20,757.50
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